2010 MZ Relay Beauty Pageant Agenda & Rules

**Agenda:**

10:00PM  
All Contestants to arrive at Dressing Area Behind Stage

10:30PM  
Contestants will receive instructions from MC about Pageant procedure and code of conduct

11:00PM  
Pageant will begin on Main Stage with MC introduction

   Contestants will compete and be judged in Four categories:
   
   - Beauty 25%
   - Talent 25%
   - Mystery Question 25%
   - *On Stage Fundraising 25%

* This year we added a new twist their will be a “Tip Bucket” on the front of the stage and we encourage the crowd if they like the act to throw money in the bucket. All money earned will go towards team goal.

12:30AM  
All Contestants will return to Main Stage for the Crowning of the Runners up and the 2010 MZ Relay

**Rules:**

1. Contestants will arrive at designated time and prepare in dressing area and remain in dressing area or back stage area until pageant begins.

2. Contestants will be introduced perform and return to dressing area or designated back stage area until called back to main stage at end of pageant.

3. Once judges have conferred, contestants will return to the stage for awards presentation.

4. After pageant is over contestants are urged to walk relay route and take pictures with teams and individuals.

5. Absolutely no Lewd or Raunchy Behavior on Stage is permitted. Contestants are more than able to mix it up and go crazy but use proper judgment when doing so. If contestant is found in violation of this rule they will be immediately disqualified and asked to leave stage.

5. The most important rule of all is HAVE FUN!!! The more original and creative you can be, the more the crowd is going to love it. This is one of the highlights of Relay and Crowd turnout is huge. Now is the time to have your 15 minutes of fame on the Relay stage so enjoy.

**Contestant’s Need to Provide the Following:**

1. Stage Name and team affiliation
2. Talent performing
3. Recorded music for Talent if needed
4. Any special performance needs prior to pageant if needed

**Thank You, Bill Johnson Jr. Entertainment Chair**